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ABSTRACT 

 

 

 

A Terrestrial Laser Scanner (TLS) was used to image the Main Crater at Erebus 

volcano on Ross Island, Antarctica in December 2008, 2009 and 2010. The primary 

objective of the study was to map the active lava lake and to observe changes in the lake 

surface and the associated deformation within the Inner Crater. The single and continuous 

high-resolution TLS scans (coupled with a pulse generator) offer a unique view into both 

the short-term and long-term evolutions of the Erebus magmatic system. 

The analysis of the TLS data revealed not only variations in the location, size and 

elevation of the lava lake from year-to-year but also minute-scale cyclic oscillations in 

lake level. Approximately 8 and 13-minute cycles were observed in 2009 and 2010, 

respectively, during which the lava lake surface would rise and fall 0.5-1.5 meters. These 

cycles remained generally constant during the entirety of the scans, except for an eruption 

and 2 degassing events during the 2010 scans. The oscillatory behavior seen in the lake 

level is consistent with viscosity-driven segmental flow which results in the episodic flux 

of volatile-rich magma into the lava lake. We also suggest that pressurization plays a 

large role in the overall stability of the system, sustaining the steady-state dynamics of 

the lava lake through decades of documented Strombolian eruptions. 

 



 

The entire Inner Crater was scanned in 2010 and when combined with a 2001 

Airborne Laser Scanner (ALS) survey provided measurements of ground surface 

deformation within the Erebus summit crater. Subsidence of between 6-40m was 

recorded with the largest subsidence observed along the Inner Crater walls and in the 

“active zones” (i.e. the lava lake and active vents) on the Inner Crater floor – equating to 

a net volumetric change of -875,200m
3
 within the Main Crater. The observed pattern of 

subsidence is consistent with the deflation of 2 distinct magma bodies: one on the NE 

side of the Inner Crater (below the lava lake) and one on the SW side of the Inner Crater 

(below the “Werner” vent system). The underlying mechanism responsible for the 

depressurization and subsequent deflation of the near-surface magma system is proposed 

to be a decrease in magma flux from the deep reservoir. 
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CHAPTER 1 – INTRODUCTION 

 

 

 

 Volcanic activity is considered to be the surface expression of magma flow within 

the crust and consists of a wide-range of well-studied phenomena, from ground 

deformation and gas emissions to lava flows and explosive eruptions (e.g., Hon et al., 

1994; Puglisi et al., 2001; Oppenheimer and Kyle, 2008; Dibble et al., 2008). The style 

of volcanic activity is chiefly controlled by the fluid dynamics of magma ascent within 

the volcanic plumbing system  – largely influenced by conduit geometry, magma 

rheology, crystal and volatile content, bubble growth and nucleation and degassing 

(Carrigan, 2000; Gonnermann and Manga, 2007; Molina et al., 2012). Unfortunately, 

since direct observations of magma flow dynamics (and the processes that govern them) 

are difficult, most volcanoes are monitored primarily by the measurement of the results of 

magma flow, i.e. volcanic activity (Gilbert and Lane, 2008). In order to fully recognize 

and predict volcanic behavior, it then becomes critical to understand the connection 

between these surface manifestations and their underlying source. This study aims to 

directly measure the dynamics of magma flow through the observation of an active lava 

lake, allowing for the direct comparison between flow dynamics and surface signals. 

 Lava lakes are volcanic features that generally occur at basaltic volcanoes and are 

characterized as being either "inactive" or "active" (Swanson et al., 1972; Harris et al., 
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1999). Inactive lava lakes are very common, generally created through the ponding of 

lava flows and not connected to a magmatic system at depth. Conversely, active lava 

lakes are rare and are believed to represent the exposed top of shallow convecting 

magmatic systems (Tilling, 1987; Tazieff, 1994). They are fed by buoyant volatile-rich 

magma rising up the conduit from larger deeper magma chambers and then, after 

degassing and cooling, sinking under gravity back down the conduit. Lava lakes are 

considered windows into the lower (unseen) magmatic system and are able to offer 

unprecedented views into the shallow fluid dynamics of a volcano. 

 Long-lived, persistent lava lakes are even rarer and exist at very few volcanoes – 

most notably Nyiragongo (Democratic Republic of Congo), Erta 'Ale (Ethiopia), and 

Erebus volcano (Ross Island, Antarctica) (Harris et al., 1999). In recent years a lava lake 

has also been present in Halemaumau crater at Kilauea volcano in Hawaii (Carbone et 

al., 2013; Edmonds et al., 2013). Steady, well-developed magma flow between the lava 

lake, conduit, and reservoir are necessary to insure the longevity of the lava lake (Tazieff, 

1994; Oppenheimer and Francis, 1998; Harris et al., 2005). This stability is due to 

convection within the conduit which is most likely driven and sustained by density 

contrasts that result from degassing and cooling at the lava lake surface, whereby dense 

cool degassed magma sinks through the conduit and buoyant hot volatile-rich magma 

rises to replace it (Huppert and Hallworth, 2007). This convection allows the lava lake to 

remain molten and the gas, thermal, and mass fluxes to be sustained over tens to 

hundreds of years (Francis et al., 1993; Oppenheimer et al., 2004; Harris et al., 2005). 

 This paper focuses on the research made over 3 field seasons in the Austral 

summers of 2008, 2009 and 2010 using a Terrestrial Laser Scanner (TLS) to survey the 
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Main Crater of Erebus volcano on Ross Island, Antarctica. The primary objective of the 

study was to image and map the active lava lake as well as to remotely observe the 

continuous changes in the lake surface and the associated deformation within the Inner 

Crater. The single and continuous high-resolution TLS scans coupled with GPS and 

Airborne Laser Scanner (ALS) data from 2001 (Csatho et al., 2008) offer a unique view 

into both the short-term and long-term evolution of the Erebus magmatic system. 
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CHAPTER 2 – BACKGROUND 

 

 

 

“Erebus not only commands a view of incomparable grandeur and 

interest, but is in itself one of the fairest and most majestic sights that 

Earth can show” (Shackleton, 1909). 

 

 Erebus is a large (~2000 km
3
) alkaline stratovolcano located on Ross Island, 

Antarctica (77
o
32' S, 167

o
10' E), with a summit elevation of 3,794m (Esser et al., 2004). 

Ross Island is also host to two extinct basanite volcanoes, Mount Bird (3262 m, ~470 

km
3
) and Mount Terror (3262 m, ~1700 km

3
), which flank Erebus to the north-northwest 

and east, respectively (Figure 1; Kyle et al.; 1992). 
40

Ar/
39

Ar dating has estimated that 

over the last ~4 Ma, greater than 4500 km
3
 of volcanic material has been erupted on Ross 

Island (Esser et al., 2004). This extensive volcanism can be attributed to the crustal 

thinning and extensional faulting associated with intercontinental rifting of West 

Antarctica. Ross Island is located above 19-27 km thick continental crust at the 

southernmost end of the Terror Rift, in the western margin of the West Antarctic Rift 

System (Finotello et al., 2011).  Seismic studies (Watson et al., 2006) also show a 

significant thermal anomaly beneath Ross Island, consistent with claims of a hot spot or 

mantle plume directly underneath Erebus volcano (Kyle et al., 1992). 
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The summit region of Erebus volcano (> 3200m) is a plateau nearly 4 km in 

diameter, representing the remnants of two episodes of caldera collapse that occurred 

between 80-24 ka and 25-11ka which was then subsequently filled with younger lava 

(Harpel et al., 2004; Kelly et al., 2008a).  Currently, this summit plateau also contains 

two craters: the active Main Crater (~550m in diameter) and the inactive (though actively 

geothermal) Side Crater (~250m in diameter) (Csatho et al., 2008). The Inner Crater 

(lying within the Main Crater) plays host to the persistently active phonolite lava lake as 

well as many fumarolic vents. Several studies have provided evidence that the phonolite 

lava is a 25% residual melt resulting from the fractional crystallization of a mantle-

derived parental basanite magma (e.g., Kyle et al., 1992; Sims et al., 2008; Kelly et al., 

2008b).   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

Figure 1 – Map of the Erebus summit cone (orthorectified pan sharpened Quickbird image; from the Polar Geospatial Center) showing the locations of the Main, 

Inner and Side Craters as well as the terrestrial laser scanning positions. Inset is a map of Ross Island (LIMA - Landsat Image Mosaic of Antarctica; NASA 

Landsat Program, 1999) showing the location of Mount Erebus, its flank volcanoes (Mount Terror and Bird), Hut Point Peninsula and McMurdo Station.

6 
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 The geochemistry of this unique anorthoclase-bearing phonolite lava has 

remained remarkably stable (both chemically and isotopically) since systematic 

observations began in the 1970s (Giggenbach et al., 1973; Kelly et al., 2008b; Sims et al., 

2008). This long-term stability is another distinctive characteristic of the Erebus volcanic 

system that has been documented in several other studies, including: the continuous and 

geochemically monotonous plume of gases and aerosols emitted from the lava lake 

(Zreda-Gostynska et al., 1997; Oppenheimer and Kyle, 2008; Oppenheimer et al., 2011), 

the steady 15±8 MW radiant heat flux from the lava lake (as observed between 2001 and 

2006 by satellite infrared measurements; Wright and Pilger, 2008) and the consistency of 

the very long period (VLP) signals from year-to-year and throughout hundreds of 

eruptions (Aster et al., 2003).  The only perturbations to the system are short-term and are 

created by intermittent Strombolian eruptions (Gerst et al., 2013) that are capable of 

completely emptying the lava lake (Dibble et al., 2008; Oppenheimer et al., 2009). Aster 

et al. (2013) suggests that the stability of the VLP signals, the persistence and longevity 

of the lava lake and the rapid refilling of the lake after large eruptions are evidence for a 

near-summit magmatic system. Recent active source seismic studies have provided 

evidence of a large shallow magma chamber approximately 500m NW of the Inner Crater 

and 500m below the topographic surface, as well as propose a highly complex near-

summit conduit system consisting of multiple side lobes, multiple surface threads, 

constrictions, highly inclined elements and fracture interconnections (Chaput et al., 2012; 

Zandomeneghi et al., 2013) . 

The volcanic activity on Erebus has been extensively monitored since the early 

1980s; however, over the past 25 years only two geodetic surveys have been performed 
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to monitor ground deformation. The first survey recorded measurements annually from 

December 1980 to December 1985 using precise triangulation, trilateration and tilt-

leveling surveys (Otway et al., 1994). The observed deformation appeared to be relatively 

minor with a total of 50±20 mm of extension over 5 years and occurred in 2 pulses, one 

in 1982 and the other in 1984. This deformation was localized around the Main Crater 

and occurred along an axis oriented 139
o
, perpendicular to a linear alignment of major 

faults, fumaroles, collapse features, and craters interpreted to be the surface expression of 

an underlying rift system. In this same study, a separate experimental survey model of the 

Inner Crater floor was created which indicated ~90-180 mm of subsidence in 1983 

(Otway et al., 1994). The second and more recent ground deformation survey was 

performed from 2002-2006 using a continuous GPS measurements. The only significant 

deformation, which was observed at several stations, was 10-20 mm of annual variation 

in the vertical. These measurements of ground deformation provide evidence for 

underlying fluid motion and are consistent with a shallow magma chamber beneath 

Erebus (Murray et al., 2006).  However, in order to more fully understand the shallow 

fluid dynamics on Erebus we performed repeated TLS scans of the Main Crater that 

allowed us to observe meter to centimeter-scale changes in the active Inner Crater floor 

and lava lake. 

 In addition to measuring ground deformation, monitoring changes associated with 

the lava lake provides further insight into the inner fluid dynamics of the volcano.  Every 

December since 2004, thermal imagery of the lava lake and FTIR spectroscopy of gas 

emissions have been continuously and synchronously recorded (Calkins et al., 2008; 

Oppenheimer et al., 2008; Sweeney et al., 2008; Oppenheimer et al., 2009; 2011). In 
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2004, image-matching software was also used on the thermal images in order to estimate 

the rates of surface motion by following moving cracks across the lava lake surface 

(Calkins et al., 2008). The analysis of these surface velocities combined with the gas and 

thermal data revealed short-term cycles with corresponding modal periods of between 8 

and 18 minutes (Oppenheimer et al., 2009; Clive Oppenheimer, pers. comm.). These 

cycles consisted of two distinctive end-members – (1) low surface velocity, low radiant 

heat flux, low SO2/CO2, H2O, HCl and HF; (2) high surface velocity, high radiant heat 

flux, high SO2/CO2, H2O, HCl and HF. Oppenheimer et al. (2009) interpreted this 

observed cyclic behavior to be the manifestation of a flow instability that developed due 

to bi-directional core-annular magma flow in the conduit.  
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CHAPTER 3 – TLS DATA COLLECTION AND PROCESSING 

 

 

 

 Terrestrial Laser Scanning (TLS), based on time-of-flight light detection and 

ranging (lidar) technology, is a rapidly evolving technique that has the ability to offer 

unprecedented views into complex geologic systems. Current TLS systems are capable of 

imaging meter to kilometer-scale areas with centimeter to sub-centimeter precision. 

Today, high resolution TLS surveys are used in a wide range of geologic investigations, 

from landslide hazard assessment (e.g., Jaboyedoff et al., 2010; Salvini et al., 2013) to the 

detailed mapping of outcrops and fault scarps (e.g., Jones et al., 2009; Hodgetts, 2013). 

Furthermore, repeat TLS surveys allow for the measurement of surface changes over time 

in order to understand currently active processes, including soil and cliff erosion (e.g., 

Perroy et al.,2010; Young et al.,2010), post-seismic slip (e.g., McCaffrey et al., 2009), 

mass and ice flow (e.g., Avian et al., 2009; Finnegan et al., 2010), and volcanic 

deformation (e.g., Pesci et al., 2008; Favalli et al., 2010). This paper describes the use of 

TLS measurements to monitor volcanic deformation at time-scales ranging from minutes 

to decades.
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3.1.   Instrumentation and Data Collection 

TLS surveys of the Main Crater on Erebus Volcano were acquired from 2008-

2010 using an Optech ILRIS-3D ER (Extended Range) lidar. This instrument uses a 1535 

nm wavelength (near infrared) laser and has a sampling frequency of 2.5-3.5 kHz 

(Optech, 2009). The ILRIS-3D ER has a 40
o
 field of view in both the horizontal and 

vertical plane with a scanning range of 3 to 1700 m. For this survey, the ILRIS-3D was 

also equipped with a pan-tilt base, allowing it to have a scanning field of 360
o
 in the 

horizontal and 90
o
 in the vertical. The data recorded for each point by the scanner 

consisted of a Cartesian x, y, and z coordinate relative to the scanner‟s bolt hole reference 

point; normalized (0-255) backscatter intensity; and time (in seconds) since the scanner 

was powered on. For the lava lake scans, in order to achieve an accurate time series, a 

pulse generator was used to apply a relative time stamp onto each laser shot. 

Furthermore, the ILRIS-3D ER can be programmed to collect either the first or last 

reflection of the laser pulse. For these surveys, the last reflected pulse was collected in 

order to minimize the number of returns recorded from the persistent gas and aerosol 

plume.  

 The nominal one standard deviation range accuracy of the ILRIS-3D ER is 7mm 

at 100m (Optech, 2009). In addition, other factors that cannot be easily controlled 

contributed significantly to the total measurement error.  One such significant factor is 

the error associated with the laser beam width, which has a linear relationship to the 

scanning distance (Eq. 1); the greater the beam diameter, the higher the maximum error. 

                                                                      (1) 
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where Di and Df are the initial and final beam diameters, respectively (Di = 1.2 cm for the 

ILRIS-3D), x is the scanning distance (in the same units as D) and θ is the beam 

divergence angle (0.00974
o
 for the ILRIS-3D) (Petrie and Toth, 2008; Abellán et al., 

2011). The actual position of the measured reflection can exist anywhere within the 

beam, meaning that the actual angular position of the measurement may be biased by up 

to half of the beam diameter (Pesci et al., 2011). This error is usually taken into account 

when reporting the spatial resolution of the instrument – which has been shown by 

several authors to not only depend on the chosen sampling step but also on the laser beam 

width (Lichti and Jamtsho, 2006; Zhu et al., 2008; Pesci et al., 2011). This resolution 

measurement can aid in selecting the most appropriate sampling step (one that is at least 

two-thirds the size of the beam) and minimize oversampling. 

 Another significant factor to the total measurement error on Erebus is the 

inconsistent presence of volcanic plume gases within the scanning window. The volcanic 

plume rises off of the degassing lava lake (sometimes filling the entire crater) and 

consists of varying proportions of gaseous H2O, CO2, CO, SO2, HF, HCl and OCS; small 

particles of volcanic ash (glass and minerals); and liquid water and ice crystals, which 

develop as the plume rises and cools in the cold ambient Antarctic air (Oppenheimer and 

Kyle, 2008; Oppenheimer et al., 2009). All of these characteristics have an effect on 

measurement error, such as scattering, beam reflection (off of silicate particles and ice 

crystals), refraction (as the beam passes through different temperature/density layer) and 

absorption (in liquid water).  

Other factors that may also contribute to the uncertainty of the TLS data are 

pointing error (e.g., the vibration of the scanner, causing repeat shots to strike at slightly 
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different positions on the target area; Boehler et al., 2003), the reflectivity of the various 

materials being imaged (Boehler et al., 2003) and weather (particularly the wind – scans 

were not typically performed in strong persistent winds due to the presence of blowing 

dust and ice within the scanning window). Apart from the beam diameter, the other 

sources of error are difficult to quantify. Therefore we assessed the cumulative impacts of 

these errors (the overall accuracy of our measurements) through the examination the 

distribution of repeat measurements over a single target area throughout the scanning 

period (see Appendix A). 

 The lava lake TLS surveys were performed in December of 2008, 2009, and 2010. 

All scans were made from scanning position 1 (Figure 2). The 2008 scan was collected 

over a 4-hour period, with a temporal resolution of 1.5 minutes and a spatial resolution of 

2.6 cm. Both the 2009 and 2010 scans were collected over 8 hour time periods, with 

temporal resolutions of 1 minute and spatial resolutions of 3.1 cm. The full crater was 

surveyed in December 2010, in which 14 scans were taken at irregular intervals over a 

period of 7 days. Scans were taken from 2 scanning positions (scanning positions 1 and 2; 

Figure 2) on opposite sides of the crater rim in order to capture all angles of the crater. 

The scans had a mean spatial resolution of 3.6 ± 1.5 cm and were collected with at least 

10% (4
o
) of overlap in order to lower alignment errors (Bellian et al, 2005). The 

measurement error associated with the scanner was measured during the 2009 field 

season and found to be: RMSEx = 4.0cm, RMSEy = 3.3cm and RMSEz = 2.1cm (see 

Appendix A).   

In addition to the TLS surveys performed for this study, an Airborne Laser 

Scanning (ALS) survey was flown over the summit plateau of Erebus volcano in 2001, 
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providing the first high-resolution Digital Elevation Model (DEM) of the summit and 

Main and Inner Crater (Csatho et al., 2008). The DEM was computed using a grid size of 

2m x 2m and had an estimated RMSz error of ± 0.49m (calculated using 12 independent 

ground-based GPS measurements). The data collected during the 2001 ALS survey 

proved to be useful for our study, not only because it was used to georeference all the 

TLS data, but it also provided a comparison elevation model to allow for the examination 

of decadal-scale changes in the summit crater.  
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Figure 2 – (a) Aerial photo of the Erebus summit Main Crater and (b) Aerial view of the point clouds (from 

the 2010 Erebus crater scans) showing their positions relative to each other. The boxed 1 and 2 represent 

scanning positions 1 (“Shackleton's Cairn”) and 2 (“Ray's”), respectively. These scanning positions can 

also been seen in Figure 1. 
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3.2.   Scan Registration 

 All TLS and ALS point clouds were visualized, registered and analyzed using the 

PolyWorks v11.0 software (InnovMetric, 2010). Each TLS scan is collected in a unique 

scanner centered coordinate system, however in order for any comparisons between scans 

to take place, all the scans had to be transformed into a global coordinate system (i.e. 

merged into a single reference system). Due to the limited physical access into the 

interior of the summit crater, placement of reference targets within the scanning area was 

impossible. Therefore, registrations were performed using the Best-Fit alignment tool in 

PolyWorks IMAlign. This tool uses an iterative algorithm, similar to the Iterative Closest 

Point algorithm described by Besl and McKay (1992), to minimize the 3D distances 

between overlapping scans (e.g. Abellán et al., 2011). All scans collected during a single 

field season were registered to each other and then registered as a single rigid group to 

the previous year‟s data. The 2010 TLS scans were registered to the 2001 ALS DEM 

(Csatho et al, 2008), which was used as a fixed reference. The surface-matching 

algorithm was only applied to parts of the crater that appeared to be stable between scans. 

Dynamic feature such as the lava lake, blowing ice and dust and areas affected by mass 

movements were manually excluded.  

The horizontal coordinates of the final aligned data are in WGS 84 (UTM zone 

58S) and the elevations are ellipsoid heights (WGS-84). This height is measured relative 

to the reference ellipsoid (a mathematical representation of the Earth‟s surface) in 

contrast to the heights usually recorded on traditional maps which are orthometric 

heights, commonly referred to as “Mean Sea Level” (MSL) heights, which are measured 

from the geoid (a surface of equal gravitational potential). The conversion from ellipsoid 
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to orthometric heights, and visa-versa, can be easily preformed using open source 

calculators such as can be found at: http://sps.unavco.org/geoid/ (Csatho et al., 2008). 

 

3.3.   Data Extraction 

 The scans of the lava lake (from 2008, 2009 and 2010) were manually extracted 

from the point cloud and an average lava lake elevation and surface area were computed. 

Distinct sampling regions were also isolated in order to independently examine the 

elevation changes on different regions of the lake. The density of the data as well as the 

geometry of the lake determined the size and location of the sampling regions. Since one 

of the main goals of this study was to quantify the minute-scale changes across the lava 

lake surface, the data density had to be adequate throughout the entire scanning 

(temporal) period. This was problematic due to the fluctuating plume gases, which led to 

highly variable visibility (and therefore data density) throughout the scanning window.  

All the points within the newly sampled regions were collapsed into a 1-dimensional 

elevation time series by discarding the x and y coordinate of each point within the region.  

Multiple region sizes were tested to determine its effect on the time series (i.e. no 

sampling bias) – the smallest possible sampling region was chosen which was adequately 

sampled (both spatially and temporally) for an accurate time series.  

Unfortunately the data collected in 2008 did not have adequate data density for 

extracting a time series. The 2009 data was split into 8m-by-8m sampling regions; 

however only a region in the northern and the eastern section of the lake had dense 

enough data to extract a time series. The 2010 data, on the other hand, was very well 

sampled both spatially and temporally, allowing for 5 2m-by-2m sampling regions (in the 

http://sps.unavco.org/geoid/
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northern, southern, eastern, western and central portions of the lake) to be extracted 

(Figure 3). 

 

Figure 3 – Side views of the lava lake point clouds from 2009 (top) and 2010 (bottom). The boxes 

correspond to the areas where points were extracted in order to create the surface elevation time series. The 

2009 data was split into 8m-by-8m sampling regions and the 2010 data was split into 2m-by-2m sampling 

regions.  
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3.4.   3D Data Visualization 

In order to analyze and understand the morphology of the crater, it is essential to 

first create terrain classification maps using topographic attributes such as elevation and 

slope. To create such maps a Digital Elevation Model (DEM) of the crater was generated 

from the point cloud. A DEM is a grid of z-values at regularly spaced intervals in the x 

and y directions. For this survey a DEM using a grid spacing of 0.25m-by-0.25m was 

created in order to visualize and analyze the morphology of the crater. A DEM was also 

created with a grid spacing of 2m-by-2m (chosen based on the spacing of the DEM 

generated from the 2001 ALS dataset) in order to allow for a comparison between the 2 

datasets.  A Triangulated Irregular Network (TIN) was also generated in order to create a 

true 3D visualization of the surface, unlike the 2.5D DEMs. A TIN is a surface mesh in 

which discreet points are connected through a series of triangles, each triangle having its 

own slope and aspect – in this case it was computed using the screened Poisson surface 

reconstruction method (Kazhdan and Hoppe, 2013). The resolution of this generated 

surface is variable and directly depends on the density of the point cloud. 
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CHAPTER 4 – DATA RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

 

 

 

4.1   Morphology of the Summit Main Crater 

Current knowledge of the morphology of the summit crater is limited to yearly 

ground observations (during the austral summer) as well as to a single 2001 ALS survey 

– which provided the first complete measurements of crater geometry as well as 

quantitative descriptions of its main features (Csatho et al., 2008). Due to the expense 

and limited availability of airborne lidar, it is not capable of providing the immediate and 

continuous scanning necessary in order to monitor this continuously active volcano in 

such a difficult environment. The generation of a DEM and TIN of the summit crater 

from the 2010 TLS survey allowed for unprecedented accuracy (+/- 0.25m) in the 

visualization of features within the summit crater (see the shaded relief representation of 

the crater – Figure 4). DEMs also provide a means to extract and map important terrain 

characteristics – such as the contoured elevation map seen in Figure 5. Using this 

information, along with elevation profiles, detailed examinations and measurements of 

the major features within the summit crater were made.  

 

 



 

 

Figure 4 – Visualization of the morphology of the Erebus summit through a shaded relief map created by merging the 2001 ALS 2x2m DEM (which covers the 

entire summit region; Csatho et al., 2008) and the 2010 TLS TIN (which covers only the Main Crater). 50m contour lines have been overlain and the scanning 

locations and some of the major features within the Main Crater have been labeled (including the lava lake, Werner vent and the active vent). 2
1 



 

 

Figure 5 – A contoured elevation map overlain on the shaded relief map of the 0.25x0.25m DEM with 2 lines marking the location of an extracted elevation 

profile (see Figure 7a) and of extracted lava lake cross sections (see Figure 9). The elevations are ellipsoid (WGS-84).2
2 
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Figure 6 – Schematic map of the 2010 Main Crater with the main components and morphological features 

labeled; including the Inner Crater, terrace („Main Crater Floor‟), fault scarp, active lava lake, Werner vent, 

spatter rampart, phreatic crater and active vents. 

 

The Main Crater rim forms an elongate ellipse 600 x 470m in diameter (long axis 

oriented NE). On the SW side of the Main Crater there is a dipping terrace (referred to as 

the Main Crater floor), which has a footprint of 265 sq m and lays an average of 135m 

below the crater rim. The terrace has an average slope of 14 degrees, dipping in a roughly 

Easterly direction towards the Inner Crater. However, the slope of the terrace decreases to 

2 degrees towards the center of the terrace and increases up to 36 degrees towards the 

Main Crater wall. This increase is generally caused by the buildup of loose volcanic 

material which is the result of collapse events that commonly occur along the Main 
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Crater wall.  Collapse events are also common along the Inner Crater wall, which cuts the 

terrace on the NE side. In fact, the entire northeastern edge of the terrace appears to be a 

zone of brittle failure with scarps cutting across the surface. A significant collapse can be 

seen in the elevation map along the western edge of the Inner Crater wall; the collapsed 

material is significantly higher in elevation (at an average of 3558m) from surrounding 

Inner Crater floor (which ranges from ~3520-3540m in that area). The “Phreatic Crater” 

is a remnant of 2 major phreatic eruptions on October 19
th

, 1993 that were responsible for 

widening the Inner Crater by approximately 80m to the SW (Dibble et al., 1994). The 

crater is no longer a major feature within the crater – as observed in the 2001 ALS survey 

(Csatho et al., 2008). This is likely due both to the accumulation of wall collapse material 

as well as the filling of volcanic material from large Strombolian eruptions.  

The Inner Crater lies on the NE side of the Main Crater and forms a 260 x 320m 

diameter elongate ellipse (long axis oriented NE) and is 75m deep (at the deepest point) 

from the Main Crater Floor. All surface manifestations of volcanism within the summit 

crater are contained within the Inner Crater, including the active lava lake as well as 

many other active vents and fumaroles. The geometry of these features can be seen in the 

elevation map (Figure 5) and a SW-NE elevation profile across the crater (Figure 7a). 

The Inner Crater consists of 2 distinct zones of depression (where the volcanic activity is 

concentrated), separated by an 80m wide ridge of built-up volcanic material (which has 

an average elevation of 3517m). The depression to the NE consists of the main lava lake 

(known as the “Ray Lava Lake”) as well as 3 active vents, while the depression to the 

SW consists solely of the “Werner Vent” system (which periodically has had short-lived 

lava lakes and lava flows, such as in the austral summers of 2004 and 2013; Calkins et 
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al., 2008; Philip Kyle, pers. comm.). In 2010, the “Ray Lava Lake” lay at an average 

elevation of 3490m and had a surface area of 862m
2
. The active vents (labeled #1 - #3 in 

Figure 6) had average elevations of 3493m (#1), 3491m (#2) and 3508m (#3) and surface 

areas of approximately 112 m
2
 (#1), 89 m

2
 (#2) and 147 m

2
 (#3). The Werner Vent 

system had an average elevation 3492m and a surface area of approximately 635 m
2
.  
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Figure 7 – (A) Elevation profile across the Main Summit Crater showing the main morphological features 

within the Inner Crater. The location of the profile can be seen in Figure 5. (B) A picture (taken from the 

Shackleton‟s Cairn scanning position) of the Inner Crater in 2010 with the main volcanic features labeled 

and (C) the point cloud of the Inner Crater overlain on picture seen in part B. 
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4.2   Analysis of Temporal Changes to the Main Summit Crater and Lava Lake 

The previous section discussed the average elevations and surface areas of the 

main features of the summit crater from the 2010 field season. Due to the active and 

unstable nature of the crater, the characteristics of these features are in a constant state of 

flux and can change dramatically on time scales ranging from minutes to years. Until 

now, this change has been almost impossible to quantify (or even to observe) since it was 

based only on aerial photographs, visual observations and a single airborne lidar survey 

(Csatho et al., 2008; Dibble et al., 2008; Smithsonian Institution, 2013).  Now with the 

addition of 3 years of TLS datasets we can quantify the temporal evolution of not only 

the lava lake but of the entire summit crater.  

 

4.2.1 Decadal-Scale Deformation of the Inner Crater 

We are able to examine the morphological changes that occurred in the Main Crater over 

10 years (2001-2010) by comparing the 2001 ALS survey to the 2010 TLS crater survey. 

These morphological changes were quantified through changes in elevation, which were 

calculated by subtracting the Z coordinate of each grid cell in the 2001 ALS DEM from 

the equivalent grid cell Z coordinate in the 2010 TLS DEM. In order to calculate the 

elevation changes accurately between the 2 surveys a second DEM of the 2010 survey 

with a grid spacing of 2x2m was created (same spacing as the 2001 ALS DEM). 

Elevation changes were computed for every grid cell location and can be seen in Figure 8 

overlain over the 2010 TLS shaded relief map. The error associated with these 

computations is a combination of the error of both DEMs (0.52m). As was previously 
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mentioned, the volcanic activity is concentrated within the Inner Crater and therefore it is 

of no surprise that the majority of deformation over the past 10 years occurred there as 

well. Minor elevation changes can also be noted along the Main Crater wall as well as the 

Main Crater floor and these can be associated with wall collapse events and the 

subsequent accumulation of collapse material. 

The entire depression on the NE side of the Inner Crater lowered an average of 

23.7m, with the vents lowering an average of 24.2m and the Ray lava lake lowered an 

average of 27.1m. The dramatic drop in elevation (of up to 39.2m) seen on the SE side of 

the lava lake is associated with a collapse of the Main Crater wall and a widening of the 

depression zone by approximately 20m. The Werner vent system lowered an average of 

23.8m, very comparable with all the active vents in the NE depression. The collapse 

along the Inner Crater wall, which was described previously in the crater elevation map, 

can also be seen clearly in the map of elevation change (Figure 8). The collapse area is on 

the western edge of the Inner Crater wall and caused an average total drop in elevation of 

26.4m. One small area on the SW edge of the crater rose 5.3m in elevation and represents 

the accumulation of material and filling of the Phreatic Crater. The remaining floor of the 

Inner Crater (excluding all previously mentioned zones) lowered an average of 6.1m. 

This collective subsidence equates to a net volumetric change of -875,200m
3
 within the 

Main Crater between 2001 and 2010. 
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Figure 8 – (a) A map of the elevation changes that occurred between the 2001 ALS survey and the 2010 

TLS survey overlain on the shaded relief map of the 0.25-by-0.25m DEM (b) A SW-NE transect and (c) A 

SSW-NNE transect across the Inner Crater which include elevation profiles of the 2001 and 2010 dataset 

with major feature labeled. The map indicates several dramatic changes in elevation over the past decade – 

including a general lowering of elevations within the Inner Crater (focused particularly in the active zones) 

as well as the erosion of the western Inner Crater wall and “Phreatic Crater.” The elevations are ellipsoid 

(WGS-84). 
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4.2.2 Annual Changes in Lava Lake Morphology 

Focused scans of the lava lake surface and the immediate surrounding areas were 

performed in 2008, 2009 and 2010 allowing for the annual monitoring of lava lake level, 

size and position within the Inner Crater. These results were also compared with the lava 

lake statistics derived from the 2001 ALS survey for a longer term examination of 

changes to lake morphology (Table 1). In 2001, the lava lake had a maximum length of 

36m, a maximum width of 21m and a total surface area of 535 m
2
. By 2008, when the 

first TLS survey was performed, the lake had dramatically increased in size to a 

maximum length of 71m, a maximum width of 38m and a total surface area of 1709m
2
. 

There was minimal change between 2008 and 2009 with the maximum length remaining 

the same, the maximum width decreasing to 36m and the total surface area decreasing to 

1699m
2
. In 2010, the lava lake shrunk notably in size to a maximum length of 45m, 

maximum width of 26m and total surface area of 862m
2
. 

Table 1 – A summary of lava lake characteristics for every TLS survey year 

 

    
Lava Lake Center Point 

Year 
Max Length 

(m) 

Max Width 

(m) 

Surface Area 

(m
2
) 

UTM Southing 

(m) 

UTM Easting 

(m) 

Elevation 

(m) 

2001 36 21 535 1393469 552181 3517 

2008 71 38 1709 1393468 552191 3497 

2009 71 36 1699 1393466 552192 3494 

2010 45 26 862 1393458 552202 3490 

 

 

The location and elevation of the lava lake also varied from year-to-year. The 

average surface elevation of the lake was 3517m in 2001, 3497m in 2008, 3494m in 2009 
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and 3490m in 2010 (Figure 9). Since lidar-monitoring began in 2001, there appears to 

have been a period of deflation with the lava lake decreasing in elevation every year at a 

rate of ~ 3m/year. Also, over the same 9 year period, the center point of the lava lake 

migrated a total of 24 meters to the SE. The center of the lake was located at 1393469mS 

(UTM Southing) and 552181mE (UTM Easting) in 2001; 1393468mS and 552191mE in 

2008; 1393466mS and 552192mE in 2009; 1393458mS and 552202mE in 2010.This 

southeasterly migration of lava lake can be seen in the cross-sections extracted along an 

approximate NE-SW transect of the lava lake scans (Figure 9). 

 

Figure 9 – Extracted cross sections from all the acquired lidar point clouds through the surface of the lava 

lake (the location of the cross-sections is shown in Figure 5). The results indicate an average yearly 

decrease in the elevation of the lava lake surface of ~3m/year. Note that lines have been drawn over the 

point clouds in order to better visualize the average top surface and that the vertical scatter seen in the 2010 

point cloud is due primarily to the Strombolian eruption which partially evacuated the lava lake during the 

scanning. 
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4.2.3  Time Series of Lava Lake Surface Elevation 

Continuous lidar scanning, coupled a pulse generator, allowed for a time series of 

the lava lake to be extracted for 2009 and 2010. These time series revealed clearly 

identifiable cycles in the elevation of the lava lake surface (Figures 10 and 11). In order 

to better visualize the cycles seen in the lava lake surface a one-minute running average 

filter was first run on all of the extracted locations in order to smooth out background 

noise (the temporal resolution of the scans was 1 minute). All of the points were then 

averaged at each minute in order to create a single time series with any point-to-point 

(3D) differences across the lava lake surface removed (Figures 10b and 11b). 

In 2009, a time series of 151 minutes in length was able to be extracted from 2 

points on the lake surface (Points A and B – on Figure 3). In timing the extracted series 

exhibit relatively synchronous cyclical behavior, however small amplitude differences 

can also be observed between the points, with the extracted elevations at Point B being on 

average 0.2m lower than those extracted from Point A. The cycles remained fairly 

consistent within the scan time with roughly symmetric lead and lag times. The cycle 

periods ranged from ~8 to 21 minutes with an average period of 16.2 ± 4.1(1ϭ) minutes. 

The largest change in surface elevation occurred at 96 minutes into the scan time, with a 

rise in elevation of ~1.5 meters (equating to a magma flux of ~2550 m
3
 into the lava lake) 

over a period of 12 minutes. The average change in surface elevation (amplitude) per 

cycle is 0.91± 0.34(1ϭ) meters. 

In 2010, a time series of 350 minutes in length was able to be extracted from 5 

points across the lava lake surface (Points A through E – on Figure 3). Unlike the 2009 
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data, which remained consistent throughout the scanning period, the 2010 data can be 

split into 3 distinct segments (Figure 11b). The first segment (0-66 minutes) and third 

segment (212-350 minutes) exhibit relatively continuous cyclical behavior, comparable 

with that seen in the 2009 time series. In these 2 segments, all of the extracted points 

display good correlation in terms of the timing of the cycles, though in terms of 

amplitude two locations stand out from the rest. The elevations extracted from Point C 

lay ~0.15m above the point average and the elevations extracted from Point D lay ~0.3m 

below the point average. The cycles remain fairly consistent within each segment with 

roughly symmetric lead and lag times, although due to the 146 minute gap between the 

segments their average periods and amplitudes were calculated separately. The cycle 

periods ranged from ~4 to 18 minutes with an average period of 10.5 ± 4.6(1ϭ) minutes 

for segment 1 and 13.6 ± 1.7(1ϭ) minutes for segment 3. The largest change in surface 

elevation occurred at 289 minutes into the scan time, with a rise in elevation of ~1.2 

meters (equating to a magma flux of ~1225 m
3
 into the lava lake) over a period of 9 

minutes. The average change in surface elevation (amplitude) per cycle is 0.60± 0.17(1ϭ) 

meters for segment 1 and 0.73± 0.30(1ϭ) meters for segment 2. 

In contrast to the “steady-state” cyclic activity observed in the first and third 

segments, the second segment (66-215 minutes) documented a period of eruptive activity. 

Between 66 and 78 minutes, instead of observing the expected next cycle and subsequent 

rise in lake surface the elevation of the lake instead dropped an average of 0.35m (and a 

maximum of 1.2m at Point E) over 10 minutes. This was then immediately followed by a 

medium Strombolian-style eruption at 78 minutes, in which the lava bombs were thrown 

into the surrounding Inner Crater (however the lake was not fully evacuated). The scans 
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indicate that the eruption dropped the lake level an average of 3.23m over a one minute 

period, which is equivalent to an ejection of ~2780m
3
 of magma from the lava lake. Over 

the next 6 minutes the lake steadily filled back up to its original level before the eruption, 

however instead of resuming “steady-state” behavior a bubble started to form on the 

surface (corroborated through visual observation) causing a further 1.1m observed rise in 

surface elevation over the next 4 minutes.  At 92 minutes the bubble burst, a large plume 

of gas was released and the lake deflated ~1.69m over the next 8 minutes. This degassing 

cycle was then repeated over the ensuing 55 minutes with a 1.5m rise and bubble 

accumulation (over 29 minutes), a bubble burst and subsequent 1.61m deflation (over 9 

minutes). Lastly, there was a 57-minute long “quiescent” period before the steady cyclic 

activity resumed. This period was considered “quiescent” because the averaged time 

series displays minimal variations in lake surface elevation; however this interpretation 

changes when examining the extraction locations separately as well as taking into 

account visual observations taken during this period.  

Documented observations from the crater rim show that after the last bubble burst 

the activity on the lake surface diminished and minimal convection was seen, particularly 

on the North side of the lake which appeared to have developed a solidified crust. This is 

corroborated by the single point time series in which no cyclicity is seen at extraction 

point B (the northern-most location); minor cyclicity is seen at extraction points A, C and 

E; and strong cyclicity is seen at extraction point D (the southern-most location). 
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Figure 10 – The surface elevation time series extracted from the 2009 TLS dataset – (a) the raw data 

extracted from Points A and B on the lava lake surface (see Figure 3 for the extraction point locations) and 

(b) the point-averaged time series – which not only plots the relative elevation of the lava lake surface 

versus time but also plots the estimated volume flux of magma in and out of the lava lake, estimated using 

the surface area of the lake. 
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Figure 11 – The surface elevation time series extracted from the 2010 TLS dataset – (a) the raw data 

extracted from Points A, B, C, D and E on the lava lake surface (see Figure 3 for the extraction point 

locations) and (b) the point-averaged time series – which not only plots the relative elevation of the lava 

lake surface versus time but also plots the estimated volume flux of magma in and out of the lava lake, 

estimated using the surface area of the lake. The second eruptive segment, which will be removed from 

periodicity calculations, is highlighted in red with the main events labeled. These events include a medium 

Strombolian-style eruption at 78 minutes, two large “bubble burst” degassing events at 92 and 134 minutes 

as well as a 57-minute long “quiescent” period following the activity. 
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The initial estimates of cycle periodicity were based on simple trough-to-trough 

measurements of the point-averaged time series. However, in order to more accurately 

analyze the periodicity, power spectral analysis was utilized in the form of the Fast 

Fourier Transform (FFT) in order to derive a statistical distribution of frequencies in the 

power spectrum and to thereby identify the dominant frequencies (or periods) within the 

lava lake time series. Before the FFT analysis the data had to be preconditioned because 

the averaged time series still contained high frequency uncorrelated random noise. So in 

order to minimize these variations a 0-0.4Hz anti-alias low-pass filter was applied to the 

time series. Also, the eruptive period in the 2010 time series (Figure11b) was removed 

before any spectral analysis was performed.  

The periodogram for the 2009 time series exhibits a prominent peak (i.e. 

dominant period) at 18.88 minutes (Figure 12). Three separate periodograms were 

generated for the 2010 time series, using the data: before the eruption (BE), after the 

eruption (AE) and both before and after the eruption (BAE).  No dominant cycle period 

could be resolved in the BE periodogram, possibly because there is not enough data to 

resolve it or due to instabilities that occurred in the lava lake before the eruption. The AE 

and BAE periodograms, on the other hand, exhibit prominent peaks at 13.20 and 13.44 

minutes, respectively (Figure 13).  
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Figure 12 – (a) The 2009 low-pass filtered time series used in periodicity calculations. (b) A periodogram 

of the 2009 time series which displays a prominent peak (i.e. dominant period) at 18.88 minutes. 
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Figure 13 – (a) The 2010 low-pass filtered time series used in periodicity calculations – the eruptive period 

from 66 to 215 minutes has been removed. (b) Periodograms of the 2010 time series calculated using the 

data before the eruption (red line), the data after the eruption (blue line) and all the data (black line). No 

dominant cycle period could be resolved for the data before the eruption; however the data after the 

eruption shows a prominent peak at 13.20 minutes. When taking into account both the data before and after 

the eruption, the periodogram shows an even stronger peak at 13.44 minutes.  
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4.3   Computation of Volumetric Flow Rates 

In addition to periodicity, volumetric flow rates were calculated from the lava 

lake time series data using the following equation: 

                                                           (2) 

where Q is volumetric flow rate, V is velocity, A is cross-sectional area, Δx is 

displacement (i.e. the peak-to-trough and trough-to-peak changes in elevation measured 

on the time series data) and Δt is the time interval over which Δx was measured. Previous 

studies have observed that the lava lake was conical in shape (which would change the 

above equation), however during the 2010 eruption, when the lava lake was partially 

evacuated, it was observed that the top 4-5m of the lava lake had equivalent spatial 

extents (that is to say there were no significant changes in surface area at the highest and 

lowest observed lake levels). Therefore the surface areas measured from the point cloud 

and summarized in Table 1, 1699 m
2
 in 2009 and 862 m

2
 in 2010, will be sufficient in the 

computation of the volumetric flow rate using Equation 4. Also, the flow rates when the 

lake was rising (the “upwelling rates”) were computed separately from the flow rates 

when the lake was dropping (the “downwelling rates”) in order to differentiate any 

possible trends in the results.  

Initially the volumetric flow rates associated with the steady cyclic upwelling and 

downwelling magma were computed (see Table 2) from the point-averaged data (Figures 

11b and 12b). For 2009, the average upwelling flow rate was 3.2 ± 0.6 m
3
/s and average 

downwelling flow rate was 3.9 ± 1.4 m
3
/s. In 2010 these rates dropped and the average 
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upwelling flow rate was 1.8 ± 0.8 m
3
/s and average downwelling flow rate was 1.9 ± 1.0 

m
3
/s. The outliers in these measurements consist of a few very large flow rates, primarily 

in the downwelling rates. The 3 largest downwelling rates (6.4 m
3
/s in 2009, 6.1 m

3
/s in 

2009 and 5.0 m
3
/s in 2010), correspond to observations of “small” (~2-3 m large) bubbles 

bursting at the surface of the lake.  

 

Table 2 – Computed volumetric flow rates (m
3
/s) of the upwelling and downwelling magma associated 

with the cyclic fluctuations in lake level 

 

 

2009 Time Series 2010 Time Series 

 

Upwelling Rates* Downwelling Rates Upwelling Rates Downwelling Rates 

 

2.3 3.0 2.9 1.7 

 

3.0 2.7 1.5 1.4 

 

3.3 2.8 2.1 5.0 

 

2.8 6.4 1.2 1.4 

 

3.8 3.6 1.9 1.2 

 

4.1 4.4 3.6 1.7 

 

3.6 3.2 1.6 1.9 

 

3.2 3.4 1.5 1.4 

 

2.8 6.1 1.7 2.1 

 
 

  1.7 2.2 

 
 

  2.7 2.4 

 
 

  1.1 2.1 

 
 

  1.0 1.1 

 
 

  1.4 0.6 

 
 

      

 
    

Average: 3.2 3.9 1.8 1.9 

Standard Deviation: 0.6 1.4 0.8 1.0 

 

* Volumetric flow rate was computed using the following equation: Q = V x A = (Δx/ Δt) x A  

 

Additionally the volumetric flow rates associated with the eruptive activity, in 

2010, were also calculated (Table 3), but were separated from the cyclic measurements 
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(and excluded from the computation of the yearly averages) since the underlying 

mechanisms which control them are likely very different.  

The small Strombolian eruption drained the lava lake at a rate of 46.3 m
3
/sec and after the 

eruption the lake refilled at a rate of 5.2 m
3
/sec. The first and second large degassing 

events (which corresponded to the bursting of bubbles ~5-10m in diameter on the lake 

surface) had downwelling (drainage) rates of ~3.0 m
3
/sec and upwelling (refilling) rates 

of ~1.9 m
3
/sec, respectively. 

 

Table 3 – Computed volumetric flow rates (m
3
/s) of the upwelling and downwelling magma associated 

with the eruptive events of the 2010 field season 

 

2010 Eruptive Events Downwelling Rate  Upwelling Rate  

Small Strombolian Eruption 46.3 5.2 

First Degassing Event 3.0 1.9 

Second Degassing Event 2.9 1.9 
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CHAPTER 5 – DISCUSSION 

 

 

 

5.1  Geomorphology of the Erebus Summit Region 

The measurement of ground deformation at active volcanoes has proven to be a 

very effective tool in the monitoring of subsurface magma movements and through the 

deformation patterns observed on the surface we are able to gain insights into the 

structure and plumbing of the volcano (e.g., Lu et al., 2010; Bonaccorso et al., 2011). 

The combined analysis of the 2010 TLS survey with the 2001 ALS survey provided the 

first complete measurements of ground surface deformation within the Erebus summit 

crater.  Previous ground deformation studies on Erebus (using tilt-leveling, trilateration 

and GPS measurements; Otway et al., 1994; Murray et al., 2006) showed little to no 

deformation along the summit flanks and the measurements in this study are in agreement 

with those findings. The subsidence we observed at the summit was confined to the Inner 

Crater with the largest subsidence focused along the walls and in the “active zones” (i.e. 

the lava lake and active vents) on the Inner Crater floor. The sub-circular pattern of 

deformation is suggestive of a ring fault system (Gudmundsson, 2007; Holohan et al., 

2011) whose surface expression defines the extent of the Inner Crater. The current 

subsidence is accommodated by slip along these curved faults and fractures and leads to 

the development of steep and in some cases overhanging walls which eventually 
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destabilize and collapse (Pavez et al., 2006). These wall collapse events have been 

observed on Erebus for over 50 years, and combined with the continuous changes to the 

features and extent of the Inner Crater suggests that ground deformation has occurred 

(constantly or episodically) over this same period (Figure 14).  

 

Figure 14 – Schematic maps of the Main Crater from (a) 1963, (b) 1983, (c) 2001 and (d) 2010 illustrating 

the continuous changes that have occurred to the features and extent of the Inner Crater over the past 50 

years (information was compiled using aerial photographs from USARC, United States Antarctic Resource 

Center, as well as the following references: Lyon and Giggenbach, 1974; Kyle and McIntosh, 1978; Kyle et 

al., 1982; Blick, 1987; Csatho et al., 2008; Philip Kyle, pers. comm.).  
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Unfortunately the limited measurements available do not allow us to further constrain the 

timing of the deformation. 

The pattern of subsidence observed on Erebus is consistent with the deflation of a 

magma body directly below the Inner Crater (Pavez et al., 2006; Gudmundsson, 2012). 

However several recent Erebus studies conclude that the primary shallow magma 

chamber on Erebus exists ~500m WNW of the Main Crater (Aster et al., 2003; 2008; 

Zandomeneghi et al., 2013), meaning that it could not be the principal deflating source 

responsible for the observed deformation. It then becomes clear that a separate near-

surface magma body or bodies must exist beneath the Inner Crater.  A complex near-

surface magma system with multiple side lobes (Figure 15) would also explain the 

inconsistencies observed in the spatial distribution of the deformation, i.e. the small-scale 

differences seen in the degree of deformation across the Inner Crater floor. Had a single 

deflating magma chamber existed beneath the crater then the entire region would have 

subsided to approximately the same degree. Instead the decrease in elevation in the 

“active areas” (e.g., the lava lake and vent systems) was an average of 6 times larger than 

the decrease observed in the central (spatter rampart) zone. This geometry could be 

resolved through the presence of 2 distinct magma bodies – one on the NE side of the 

Inner Crater (below the lava lake) and one on the SW side of the Inner Crater (below the 

Werner vent system).  

 The presence of a complex near-surface magma system would also explain the 

following behaviors observed in this and other studies:  
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(1) VLP preruptive bubble coalescence times (Aster et al., 2003), vesicularity modeling 

(Dibble et al, 1994) and the lack of upwelling in the lava lake prior to the 2010 

Strombolian eruption (Figure 10b) all indicate a shallow source for the coalescence of gas 

slugs (within 10s of meter).  

(2) The comparable elevations and degree of subsidence between the lava lake and 

Werner vent system suggest that they are in magmastatic equilibrium and interconnected 

at depth, however there are distinct differences between the 2 systems. Though numerous 

lava flows, a short-lived lava lake (in 2004) and the 1993 phreatic eruption have existed 

in the Werner vent region no Strombolian eruption has ever been observed there (Aster et 

al., 2003; Philip Kyle, pers. comm.) which indicates a pathway for gas and magma 

transport however a lack of adequate geometries for slug formation. This indicates a 

certain degree of isolation between the 2 systems which is corroborated through open-

path FTIR spectroscopy of gas emissions performed in the austral summer of 2004. The 

measurements of gas emissions from the Werner lava lake showed a more “evolved” gas 

with a higher H2O/CO2 ratio and HF content then those emitted from the Ray lava lake 

(Oppenheimer and Kyle, 2008). This suggested that either the Werner vent system was 

being fed by a shallow offshoot of the main conduit, where the CO
2
-rich preferentially 

travels through the main conduit which supplies the Ray lava lake, or that the Werner 

magma had gone through a more complete degassing as a result of cooling and/or 

decompression-induced crystallization. 

(3) Across the Inner Crater surface there exists a large system of continuously changing 

vents, some of which sporadically host magma (Figure 5; Giggenbach et al., 1973; 

Oppenheimer et al.; 2008). This is suggestive of a near-surface fracture system which 
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allows for a continually changing network of pathways to transport gases and 

intermittently magma to the surface.  

 

Figure 15 – Conceptual model of the near-surface magma system underlying the Inner Crater of Erebus 

volcano. The spatial pattern of deformation within the Inner Crater suggests the presence of 2 distinct 

magma bodies – one on the NE side of the Inner Crater (below the lava lake) and one on the SW side of the 

Inner Crater (below the Werner vent system). There is also evidence for the presence of a shallow 

coalescence zone for gas slugs as well as a near-surface fracture system which allows for a continually 

changing network of gas and magmatic pathways to be formed. 

  

The question still remains as to the underlying mechanism that is responsible for 

the depressurization and subsequent deflation of the near-surface magma system. 

Generally the deflation of a magma body is attributed to the imbalance between to the 

inflow and outflow of magma – where the outflow dominates due to magma intrusion or 

increased eruptive activity (Gudmundsson, 2012). However, both geodetic and TLS 

measurements suggest that no endogenous growth is occurring around the summit region 
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thereby making intrusions an unlikely reason for the depressurization. In addition, the 

2008-2010 field seasons marked a very low eruptive period with only small Strombolian 

eruptions occurring a few times a week, suggesting that deflation due to eruptive magma 

loss is also unlikely. The extracted time series data showed a significant decrease in the 

volumetric flow rate to the lava lake of 3.2 m
3
/sec to 1.8 m

3
/sec between 2009 and 2010 

which corresponded as well to a decrease in the surface area of the lava lake from 1699 to 

862 m
2
. This decrease in flow rate and lava lake size suggests the continuing 

depressurization of the near-surface magmatic system despite a lack of eruptive activity. 

 All current models of the Erebus magmatic system suggest that volatile content 

and degassing govern the flow dynamics of the conduit and lava lake as well as the style 

and amplitude of the eruptive activity (Molina et al., 2012; Oppenheimer et al., 2008; 

2011). Gas emissions from the lava lake have 2 distinct signatures – a shallow-derived 

gas which characterizes the passive degassing and a deeply-sourced and more oxidized 

gas which characterizes the Strombolian activity. Oppenheimer et al. (2011) proposed 

that this more deeply-sourced gas is the result of the intermittent injection of parental 

basanite from a deep reservoir which leads to an increase in volatile content and the 

creation of gas slugs which in turn would spur eruptive activity. I propose that the rate 

and size of the basanite injections are ultimately responsible for the deformation seen in 

the Inner Crater. Many studies have shown that increases in volatile content, bubble 

content and bubble size (as was seen in association with the basanite injections; 

Oppenheimer et al., 2011) will cause a buildup of internal fluid pressure and 

consequently an increase in the pressurization of the magma body (Sparks, 1978; 2003; 

Pinkerton et. al., 2002; Woods and Hubbert, 2003). Therefore any changes in the rate of 
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influx of magma from the deeper basanite reservoir will have an impact on the 

pressurization of the shallow magmatic system with 2 discrete end-members: 1) Increase 

in flux from the deep reservoir leading to an increase in the pressurization of the magma 

body and heightened eruptive activity and 2) Decrease in flux from the deep reservoir 

leading to a decrease in the pressurization of the magma body and minimal eruptive 

activity.  This depressurization would also result in the deflation of the magma body and 

subsequent subsidence of the ground above, as is currently being seen in the Inner Crater. 

The surface expression during highly eruptive periods, on the other hand, is much more 

complex and difficult to predict. The increase in flux would in theory lead to a period of 

inflation, however in this open-system the increased flux would also lead to heightened 

eruptive activity which would complicate the pressure dynamics of the near-surface 

magmatic system. 

 

5.2  Proposed Models for Cyclic Lava Lake Behavior  

 The TLS measurements also reveal smaller-scale changes, spatially and 

temporally, in the cyclic rise and fall of the lava lake surface. Cyclic oscillations in lava 

lake level have been previously proposed based on both theoretical arguments (Witham 

and Llewellin, 2006; Oppenheimer et al., 2009) and laboratory simulations (Witham et 

al., 2006; Hubbert and Hallworth, 2007) and have now not only been observed in this 

study but also at the lava lake located within the summit vent at Kilauea Volcano in 

Hawai‟i (Carbone et al., 2013). In order to explain the observed cyclic behavior, two 

distinct models of conduit flow will be examined. 
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The first model (based on Witham et al., 2006 and Witham and Llewellyn, 2006) 

suggests that changes in pressurization, which are ultimately controlled by the gas bubble 

behavior in the magma, can cause distinct periods of net upflow and downflow within the 

conduit (Figure 16). Net upflow is driven by a bubble-rich (and thereby low density) 

magma traveling up the conduit causing a decrease in the hydrostatic pressure at the base 

of the conduit. This will continue as long as balance is maintained between the increase 

in hydrostatic head associated with the rise in lava lake depth and the decrease in 

hydrostatic head associated with the higher bubble content in the conduit. The transition 

between net upflow and downflow will then occur when equilibrium is approached (i.e. 

when the lake approaches a depth such that upflow is decreased due to the higher 

hydrostatic pressure of the lake). When equilibrium is approached the bubbles rising in 

the conduit begin to coalesce (forming gas slugs) which are released at the lake surface. 

The release of these gas slugs can trigger instabilities in the equilibrium causing the gas 

content of the conduit to decrease and the hydrostatic pressure at the base of the conduit 

to increase to the point that it exceeds that in the chamber. When this occurs a period of 

net downflow will begin as the fluid is “pulled” from an area of higher hydrostatic 

pressure (the conduit) to an area of lower hydrostatic pressure (the shallow magma 

reservoir). This downflow will continue until the hydrostatic pressure of the reservoir 

increases and causes the downflow rate to decrease sufficiently enough for net upflow of 

the bubble-rich magma to begin again. 



 

 

Figure 16 – Schematic drawings of the conduit and lava lake illustrating the flow model (based on Witham et al., 2006 and Witham and Llewellyn, 2006) which 

suggests that changes in pressurization, which are ultimately controlled by the gas bubble behavior in the magma, can cause distinct periods of net upflow and 

downflow within the conduit. We suggest that this model explains the eruptive behaviors of the Erebus lava lake as well as plays a large role in the overall 

stability of the system, however does not explain the smaller-scale cyclicity observed. Not to scale. 

5
1 
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 This bubble-driven model, however, is unlikely to be the primary mechanism 

which controls the stable small-scale cyclicity as it requires a significant degassing event 

to occur in order to unbalance the system and trigger net downflow. It is probable though 

that this model does explain the behaviors of the lake when eruptive events do occur, as 

was observed in 2010 dataset. Every degassing event observed in 2010 triggered a 

significant net downflow which eventually (assuming once pressure equilibrium was 

reached) decreased and a period of net upflow started once again. After the eruptive 

period ceased, the lake returned to its original level and small-scale cyclicity began once 

again (Figure 11b). This suggests that pressurization plays a large role in the overall 

stability of the system, sustaining the steady-state dynamics of the lava lake through 

decades of documented Strombolian eruptions (Oppenheimer et al., 2011).  

The second model of conduit flow (based on Oppenheimer et al., 2009 and 

Hubbert and Hallworth, 2007) suggests that cyclicity is a result of viscosity-based flow 

instabilities between the upwelling and downwelling magma. In laboratory models 

(Hubbert and Hallworth, 2007) it was seen that varicose flow instabilities can develop 

between high viscosity upwelling and downwelling magma which are prevented from 

mixing due to the viscosity contrasts at their boundary (ultimately due to the degassing 

occurring at the lake surface). This type of flow can even become so unstable that the 

upwelling magma will break into distinct segments as it travels to the surface. This 

viscosity-driven segmental flow results in the episodic flux of volatile-rich magma into 

the lava lake and thereby could explain the oscillatory behavior seen in the lake level 

(Figure 17). On Erebus, the process begins with the deep-degassing of CO2 from the 

parental basanite (starting from pressures of ~8 kbar; Oppenheimer et al., 2011). The 
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separated flow of permeable CO2-rich gas then rises through magmatic system and 

becomes the primary constituent of the persistent plume that is emitted from the lava lake 

and other active vents (the proportion of CO2 in the plume has been measured between ~ 

36-40 mol% and the flux has been ~ 11.46-15.4 kg/s; Oppenheimer and Kyle, 2008; 

Oppenheimer et al., 2009). The still volatile-rich, though no longer CO2 saturated, 

magma then enters the shallow magma chamber and ultimately travels up the conduit 

towards the lava lake in discrete segments. When a slug of magma enters the lake, the gas 

bubbles ascend to the surface, the lava lake level rises, surface velocities increase 

exposing more incandescent magma (thereby increasing the radiative heat flux) and the 

low pressure degassing of H2O, SO2, HCl and HF begins (Oppenheimer et al., 2009; 

Calkins et al., 2008). Once degassed, the lava lake level falls as the denser (de-volatized) 

magma sinks down the edge of the lava lake into the conduit and back down into a 

magma chamber where it mixes and is re-volatized.  

 



 

 

Figure 17 – Schematic drawings of the conduit and lava lake illustrating the flow model (based on Oppenheimer et al., 2009; Hubbert and Hallworth, 2007) 

which suggests that the cyclicity is a result of viscosity-based flow instabilities between the upwelling and downwelling magma which causes the upwelling 

magma to break into distinct segments as it travels to the surface. This viscosity-driven segmental flow results in the episodic flux of volatile-rich magma into the 

lava lake and thereby could explain the oscillatory behavior seen in the lake level. Not to scale. 5
4 
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CHAPTER 6 – CONCLUDING REMARKS 

 

 

 

TLS is a powerful new volcano monitoring tool which has provided a means for 

measuring the complex spatial-temporal changes occurring in the summit crater of 

Erebus volcano. Changes range from the large-scale yearly deformation occurring in the 

Inner Crater to the smaller minute-scale oscillations of the lava lake. Using these 

measurements we have been able to provide important new constraints on the dynamics 

of the conduit and subsurface magmatic system. In terms of its impact on future studies, 

the magma flux rate alone provides a key missing input into fluid dynamic models which 

could offer clues to deeper conduit geometries and the processes which govern fluid flow 

in the conduit. An accurate measurement of lava lake surface area is also critical for both 

heat and gas flux calculations. Much more work however needs to be done, including the 

continued yearly acquisition of full crater and lava lake scans, the acquisition of TLS data 

during highly eruptive periods and the correlation of the TLS data with seismic, gas and 

heat flux measurements. TLS applications at other active volcanoes can also be 

envisioned as no other technique has the ability to remotely and continuously measure the 

surface dynamics associated with volcanic activity at such small spatial and temporal 

scales. 
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APPENDIX A – Root-Mean-Square (RMS) Error Analysis 

 

 

 

The Root-Mean-Square Errors (RMSE) for all the lidar scans were derived from 

“check points” – 0.5x0.5m (inactive) areas along Main Crater and Inner Crater walls 

which were scanned repeatedly over the total scanning period. The “inactive” areas were 

sections of the wall that were chosen because they were: 1) Relatively flat with no 

dramatic dip changes, 2) Had different levels of intensity (in order to measure the error 

over different types of surfaces) and 3) Displayed minimal change (<10cm) over the 3 

years of scanning and no change (<5cm) over the current year‟s scans.  The resulting x, y 

and z measurements were then extracted and the RMSE calculation was performed in 

Excel. In this study we are making the assumption that if the measurements were perfect 

(i.e. had 0 measurement error) that there would be no variability observed within these 

areas. 

Computationally, RMSE is the square root of the mean of the squares of the 

residuals – the residuals being the difference between the predicted and actual values. In 

many lidar surveys the “predicted” values are those measured by a GPS on the ground, 

however in our surveys GPS measurements of the crater were impossible due to active 

nature of the volcano (and the inherent safety risks which come with it). Instead the 

“predicted” value used was the average at the check point, making the residual the 

standard deviation of all the measurements at that check point. 5 check points in total 

were extracted and analyzed – 2 check points on the Inner Crater Wall and 3 points on 

the Main Crater Wall. This error analysis is meant to define the error in the measurement 

derived from the scanner itself - unfortunately this check point scanning was only 

performed during the 2009 field season. 
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See the table and graphs below for a summary of the RMSE calculations: 
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APPENDIX B – Validation of Lava Lake Time Series Sampling 

 

 

 

The optimal sampling scheme was determined through the gridding of the lava 

lakes – starting with a 2x2m grid and then progressing upward in 2m increments until an 

adequately sampled time series could be extracted. As was mentioned in the text – “the 

smallest possible sampling region was chosen which was adequately sampled (both 

spatially and temporally) for an accurate time series.” In the 2009 dataset an 8x8m grid 

was required and only 2 regions were able to be extracted, whereas in the 2010 dataset a 

2x2m grid was adequate and almost every grid point could have been extracted – the 

areas that were extracted were simply chosen based on location, a point in the center of 

the lake and to the North, South, East and West.   

Below is a graph of the raw data extracted from the 2009 lava lake point cloud 

(Point A – see Figure 3), using a 2x2m, 4x4m and 8x8m extraction area. Both the 2x2 

and 4x4m extractions show inadequate sampling of the data which resulted in the 

inaccurate reconstruction of the lake level (i.e. the truncation of several peaks and 

troughs). The 8x8m extraction area was required to produce an accurate time series. 
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APPENDIX C – Optech ILRIS-3D Parsing Logs and Alignment Statistics 

 

 

 

 The raw scanner data was initially processed, using the Optech ILRIS-3D Parser, 

from the original “.i3d” output into an output format that could easily be used for time 

series analysis (ASCII XYZ format) and could be recognized by the PolyWorks program 

that was used for the point cloud alignment, visualization and analysis (.pf, PolyWorks 

PIF format). Also output with the data file is a bitmap image of the scanned area (taken 

by the Optech ILRIS-3D‟s internal camera) and a text file (“parsing log”) which contains 

information regarding the scanner settings and Parser settings (see the ILRIS-3D 

operating manual for further information – which can be found at: 

http://facility.unavco.org/kb/categories/Geodetic+Imaging/Terrestrial+Laser+Scanning+

%28TLS%29/Optech/). The parsing logs of the Erebus crater and lava lake scans were 

included in this appendix for reference. 

 Also, a summary of alignment statistics (from the scan alignments performed in 

the PolyWorks program) between the ALS scans from 2001 and TLS scans from 2008, 

2009 and 2010 can be found in the attached CD. Included with the statistics summary is 

also a histogram of alignment errors for each scan, which will give a sense of the order of 

magnitude of the errors seen from the alignment process.

http://facility.unavco.org/kb/categories/Geodetic+Imaging/Terrestrial+Laser+Scanning+%28TLS%29/Optech/
http://facility.unavco.org/kb/categories/Geodetic+Imaging/Terrestrial+Laser+Scanning+%28TLS%29/Optech/
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C.1   2008 Lava Lake Scan 
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C.2   2009 Lava Lake Scan 
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C.3   2010 Lava Lake Scan 
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C.4   2010 Main Crater Scans 
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APPENDIX D – Data Processing Codes 

 

 

 

D.1   Point Extraction Code (for Lava Lake Time Series) 

The updated version of this script can be found at:  http://sourceforge.net/projects/tlspy/  
 

#----------------------------------------------------------------------

------ 

# 

# Copyright (C) 2009 University of New Mexico Board of Regents 

# 

# Written by Jed Frechette 

# 

# This file is part of TLSpy. 

# 

# TLSpy is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify 

# it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by 

# the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or 

# (at your option) any later version. 

# 

# TLSpy is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, 

# but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of 

# MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the 

# GNU General Public License for more details. 

# 

# You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License 

# along with TLSpy.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>. 

# 

#----------------------------------------------------------------------

------ 

 

"""Ingest a text file containing continuous scans of a target and split 

it into individual images. 

 

Execution is controlled by a configuration file that is specified on 

the command line. For an example of the configuration file syntax look 

at the file data/optech/looped/lake.cfg provided with TLSpy""" 

 

__author__ = "Jed Frechette <jdfrech@unm.edu>" 

__date__ = "Oct 24, 2009" 

http://sourceforge.net/projects/tlspy/
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# TLSpy imports 

# from tlspy.version import __version__ 

 

__version__ = 'laura' 

 

# Standard library imports 

import os 

from datetime import datetime, timedelta 

from glob import glob 

from os import mkdir 

from os.path import basename, isdir, join, split 

from optparse import OptionParser 

 

# Sci imports 

from numpy import apply_along_axis, allclose, arange, column_stack, 

copy, dot, \         flipud, fromfile, genfromtxt, ma, 

ones_like, repeat 

 

# Other imports 

from configobj import ConfigObj 

 

def parse_options(): 

    """Parse commandline options.""" 

    parser = OptionParser(usage='%prog CFG_FILE', 

                          description=__doc__, 

                          version=__version__) 

    (opts, args) = parser.parse_args() 

    if os.name == 'nt': 

        args = glob(args[0]) 

     

    if len(args) < 1: 

        exit(parser.print_help()) 

    return args 

  

def parse_config(config_file): 

    """Parse configuration file and return ConfigObj dictionary after 

proper 

    type conversions.""" 

    config = ConfigObj(config_file)     

    working_dir = split(config.filename)[0] 

    config['input_file']['data_file'] = join(working_dir, 

                                              

config['input_file']['data_file']) 

    config['input_file']['n_cols'] = 

int(config['input_file']['n_cols']) 

    config['input_file']['n_rows'] = 

int(config['input_file']['n_rows']) 

    config['input_file']['n_loops'] = 

int(config['input_file']['n_loops']) 

    config['input_file']['images_per_group'] =      

          

int(config['input_file']['images_per_group']) 

    config['input_file']['start_time'] =         

    

 datetime.strptime(config['input_file']['start_time'], 

                         '%Y-%m-%dT%H:%M:%S') 
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    if config['input_file']['end_time'] == 'None': 

        config['input_file']['end_time'] = None 

    else: 

        config['input_file']['end_time'] =       

          

datetime.strptime(config['input_file']['end_time'], 

                                   '%Y-%m-%dT%H:%M:%S') 

    if config['edits']['matrix_file'] == 'None': 

        config['edits']['matrix_file'] = None 

    else: 

        config['edits']['matrix_file'] = join(working_dir, 

                                              

config['edits']['matrix_file']) 

    if config['edits']['huge_translation'] == 'None': 

        config['edits']['huge_translation'] = None 

    else: 

        config['edits']['huge_translation'] = [float(v) for v in   

            

config['edits']['huge_translation']] 

     

    if config['edits']['x_min'] == 'None': 

        config['edits']['x_min'] = None 

    else: 

        config['edits']['x_min'] = float(config['edits']['x_min']) 

    if config['edits']['x_max'] == 'None': 

        config['edits']['x_max'] = None 

    else: 

        config['edits']['x_max'] = float(config['edits']['x_max']) 

 

    if config['edits']['y_min'] == 'None': 

        config['edits']['y_min'] = None 

    else: 

        config['edits']['y_min'] = float(config['edits']['y_min']) 

    if config['edits']['y_max'] == 'None': 

        config['edits']['y_max'] = None 

    else: 

        config['edits']['y_max'] = float(config['edits']['y_max']) 

                     

    if config['edits']['z_min'] == 'None': 

        config['edits']['z_min'] = None 

    else: 

        config['edits']['z_min'] = float(config['edits']['z_min']) 

    if config['edits']['z_max'] == 'None': 

        config['edits']['z_max'] = None 

    else: 

        config['edits']['z_max'] = float(config['edits']['z_max']) 

     

    if config['output_files']['output_txt'] == 'None': 

        config['output_files']['output_txt'] = None 

    else: 

        config['output_files']['output_txt'] = join(working_dir, 

                                              

config['output_files']['output_txt']) 

         

    if config['output_files']['compress'] == 'True': 

        config['output_files']['compress'] = True 

    else: 
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        config['output_files']['compress'] = False 

         

    if config['output_files']['video_dir'] == 'None': 

        config['output_files']['video_dir'] = None 

    else: 

        config['output_files']['video_dir'] = join(working_dir, 

                                              

config['output_files']['video_dir']) 

        if not isdir(config['output_files']['video_dir']): 

            mkdir(config['output_files']['video_dir']) 

    return config 

     

def load_data(data_file, file_cfg): 

    """Load data file and return as structured array. 

     

    The members of the the array are 'x', 'y', 'z', 'intensity', 

'time',  

    'image_number', and 'group_number'. The coordinates for points with 

x=y=z=0 are  masked.""" 

 

    n_shots = file_cfg['n_cols'] * file_cfg['n_rows'] * 

file_cfg['n_loops'] 

 

    if file_cfg['data_format'] == 'xyzi': 

        data = fromfile(data_file, sep=' ') 

        n_points = data.size/4 

        data = data.reshape(n_points, 4) 

        scan = ma.empty(n_points, 

                        dtype={'names':('x', 'y', 'z', 

                                        'intensity', 'time', 

                                        'image_number', 

'group_number'), 

                               'formats':('float64','float64', 

'float64', 

                                          'int32', 'object', 

                                          'int32', 'int32')}) 

        if n_points != n_shots: 

            raise IOError("The number of points (%s) in %s does not 

equal " \ 

            "the predicted number of shots (%s). It is impossible to 

infer " \ 

            "accurate time-stamps for this data set." % (n_points, 

                                                         data_file, 

                                                         n_shots)) 

        else: 

            scan['image_number'] = repeat(range(file_cfg['n_loops']), 

                                          file_cfg['n_cols'] * 

file_cfg['n_rows']) 

            scan['group_number'] = repeat(range(file_cfg['n_loops']), 

                                          file_cfg['n_cols'] \ 

                                          * file_cfg['n_rows'] \ 

                                          * 

file_cfg['images_per_group'])        

     [:len(scan['x'])] 

 

        scan_time = file_cfg['end_time'] - file_cfg['start_time'] 

        shot_time = scan_time / n_points 
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        time = shot_time * arange(n_points) + file_cfg['start_time'] 

        s_col = 0 

        e_col = file_cfg['n_cols'] 

        for ll in xrange(file_cfg['n_loops']): 

            for rr in xrange(file_cfg['n_rows']): 

                if rr % 2 == 1: 

                    time[s_col:e_col] = flipud(time[s_col:e_col]) 

                s_col += file_cfg['n_cols'] 

                e_col += file_cfg['n_cols'] 

        scan['time'] = time 

        scan['x'] = ma.masked_values(data[:, 0], 0) 

        scan['y'] = ma.masked_values(data[:, 1], 0) 

        scan['z'] = ma.masked_values(data[:, 2], 0) 

        scan['intensity'] = data[:, 3] 

    elif file_cfg['data_format'] == 'txyzi': 

        data = fromfile(data_file, sep=' ') 

        n_points = data.size/5 

        data = data.reshape(n_points, 5) 

        scan = ma.empty(n_points, 

                        dtype={'names':('x', 'y', 'z', 

                                        'intensity', 'time', 

                                        'image_number', 

'group_number'), 

                               'formats':('float64','float64', 

'float64', 

                                          'int32', 'object', 

                                          'int32', 'int32')}) 

        if n_points != n_shots: 

            print "WARNING: The number of points (%s) in %s does not 

equal " \ 

            "the predicted number of shots (%s)." % (n_points, 

                                                     data_file, 

                                                     n_shots) 

            scan['image_number'] = repeat(-99, 

scan['image_number'].size) 

            scan['group_number'] = repeat(-99, 

scan['group_number'].size) 

        else: 

            scan['image_number'] = repeat(range(file_cfg['n_loops']), 

                                          file_cfg['n_cols'] * 

file_cfg['n_rows']) 

            scan['group_number'] = repeat(range(file_cfg['n_loops']), 

                                          file_cfg['n_cols'] \ 

                                          * file_cfg['n_rows'] \ 

                                          * 

file_cfg['images_per_group'])        

     [:len(scan['x'])] 

 

        delta_s = data[:, 0] - data[0, 0] 

        scan['time'] = [file_cfg['start_time'] + timedelta(0, s) for s 

in delta_s] 

         

        scan['x'] = ma.masked_values(data[:, 1], 0) 

        scan['y'] = ma.masked_values(data[:, 2], 0) 

        scan['z'] = ma.masked_values(data[:, 3], 0) 

        scan['intensity'] = data[:, 4] 

    else: 
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        exit('Unknown file format: %s.' % file_cfg['data_format']) 

 

    mask = scan['x'].mask & scan['y'].mask & scan['z'].mask 

    scan['x'].mask = mask 

    scan['y'].mask = mask 

    scan['z'].mask = mask 

 

    return scan 

 

def transform_data(scan, matrix_file=None, huge_translation=None): 

     

    """Transform coordinates using 4x4 transform matrix and/or huge 

translation. 

    The transform matrix is applied before any huge translation.""" 

 

    if matrix_file: 

        t_matrix = genfromtxt(matrix_file, skiprows=2) 

        coords = column_stack((scan['x'], 

                               scan['y'], 

                               scan['z'], 

                               ones_like(scan['x']))) 

        transform = lambda c: dot(t_matrix, c) 

        coords = apply_along_axis(transform, 1, coords) 

         

        # Make a copy of the mask so we can reapply later. 

        mask = copy(scan.mask) 

        scan['x'] = coords[:, 0] 

        scan['y'] = coords[:, 1] 

        scan['z'] = coords[:, 2] 

        scan.mask = mask 

    if huge_translation: 

        scan['x'] = scan['x'] + huge_translation[0] 

        scan['y'] = scan['y'] + huge_translation[1] 

        scan['z'] = scan['z'] + huge_translation[2] 

    return scan 

 

def clip_data(scan, x_min=None, x_max=None, 

                    y_min=None, y_max=None, 

                    z_min=None, z_max=None): 

    """Clip scan to specified data bounds.""" 

    if x_min or x_max: 

        if x_min: 

            scan['x'] = ma.masked_less(scan['x'], x_min) 

        if x_max: 

            scan['x'] = ma.masked_greater(scan['x'], x_max) 

 

    if y_min or y_max: 

        if y_min: 

            scan['y'] = ma.masked_less(scan['y'], y_min) 

        if y_max: 

            scan['y'] = ma.masked_greater(scan['y'], y_max) 

 

    if z_min or z_max: 

        if z_min: 

            scan['z'] = ma.masked_less(scan['z'], z_min) 

        if z_max: 

            scan['z'] = ma.masked_greater(scan['z'], z_max) 
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    mask = scan['x'].mask | scan['y'].mask | scan['z'].mask 

    scan['x'].mask = mask 

    scan['y'].mask = mask 

    scan['z'].mask = mask 

    scan['intensity'].mask = mask 

 

    return scan 

 

def write_txt_file(scan, output_file, compress=False): 

    """Write scan to output text file. 

     

    The data is written to a space separated file with the first line 

listing 

    column names.""" 

    f_handle = open(output_file, 'wb') 

    try: 

        f_handle.write('#x y z intensity time image_number 

group_number\n') 

        #TODO: There is probably a faster way to do this. 

        if compress: 

            for row in scan.filled(0): 

                if not allclose((row['x'], row['y'], row['z']), 0): 

                    f_handle.write('%.06f %.06f %.06f %i %s %i %i\n' % 

(row['x'], 

                                                              row['y'], 

                                                              row['z'], 

                                                              

row['intensity'], 

           

row['time'].isoformat(), 

           

row['image_number'], 

           

row['group_number'])) 

        else: 

            for row in scan.filled(0): 

                f_handle.write('%.06f %.06f %.06f %i %s %i %i\n' % 

(row['x'], 

                                                              row['y'], 

                                                              row['z'], 

                                                              

row['intensity'], 

                                                              

row['time'].isoformat(), 

                                                              

row['image_number'], 

                                                              

row['group_number'])) 

    except: 

        raise 

    finally: 

        f_handle.close() 

        print 'Saved %s' % output_file 

     

def plot_image_map(image, start_time, end_time, output_file, 

                   title='', vmin=None, vmax=None): 
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    """Plot scan image map as 2D array.""" 

 

    from matplotlib import pyplot 

 

    fig = pyplot.figure(1, figsize=(6.08, 3.84)) 

    ax = fig.add_subplot(111) 

    ax.set_axis_off() 

    img = ax.imshow(image, vmin=vmin, vmax=vmax, cmap=pyplot.cm.Accent) 

     

    ax.set_title(title) 

    txt = ax.text(0, -0.05, 

                  'Scan start time: %s\n' \ 

                  'Scan end time: %s' % (start_time.strftime('%Y-%m-

%dT%H:%M:%S'), 

                                         end_time.strftime('%Y-%m-

%dT%H:%M:%S')), 

                  transform = ax.transAxes, 

                  verticalalignment='top') 

    cb = fig.colorbar(img) 

    cb.set_label('z elevation, m') 

    fig.savefig(os.path.join(output_file), 

                dpi = 100) 

    fig.clear() 

     

 

def main(): 

    args = parse_options() 

     

    for config_file in args: 

 

        # Load data 

        cfg = parse_config(config_file) 

        scan = load_data(cfg['input_file']['data_file'], 

                         cfg['input_file']) 

         

        # Transform data 

        scan = transform_data(scan, 

                              cfg['edits']['matrix_file'], 

                              cfg['edits']['huge_translation']) 

        scan = clip_data(scan, 

                         cfg['edits']['x_min'], 

                         cfg['edits']['x_max'], 

                         cfg['edits']['y_min'], 

                         cfg['edits']['y_max'], 

                         cfg['edits']['z_min'], 

                         cfg['edits']['z_max'],) 

         

        # Save output data 

        n_rows = cfg['input_file']['n_rows'] 

        n_cols = cfg['input_file']['n_cols'] 

        scan_size = n_rows * n_cols 

         

        # Write data to text file. 

        if cfg['output_files']['output_txt']: 

            write_txt_file(scan, cfg['output_files']['output_txt'], 

                                 cfg['output_files']['compress']) 
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        if cfg['output_files']['video_dir']: 

            for ni in xrange(cfg['input_file']['n_loops']): 

                # Save video frame images. 

                img_mask = ma.masked_not_equal(scan['image_number'], 

ni).mask 

                z = scan['z'][~img_mask] 

                time = scan['time'][~img_mask] 

                z = z.reshape(n_rows, n_cols) 

                if ni % 2 == 0: 

                    z = flipud(z) 

                plot_image_map(z, 

                               start_time=time.compressed()[0], 

                               end_time=time.compressed()[-1], 

                               

output_file=join(cfg['output_files']['video_dir'], 

                                                'frame-%04i.png' % ni), 

                               

title=basename(cfg['input_file']['data_file']), 

                               vmin=scan['z'].min(), 

                               vmax=scan['z'].max()) 

                     

                if ni % 100 == 0: 

                    print 'Saved %s' % 

join(cfg['output_files']['video_dir'], 

                                                    'frame-%04i.png' % 

ni) 

 

if __name__ == '__main__': 

    main() 

  

  

D.2   Configuration Files for Point Extraction 

 D.2.1   2009 Lava Lake Scan (Extraction Size = 8x8x6m) 

[input_file] 

# Name = TS09_Point_1_8x8x6 

# Input data file. 

 data_file = 20091216-lake01-all.xyz 

# Format of input text file. Known formats are: 

# xyzi: x y z intensity 

# txyzi: time x y z intensity 

 data_format = txyzi 

# Number of rows per scan image. 

 n_rows = 177 
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# Number of columns per scan image. 

 n_cols = 237 

# Number of scan images in the scan. 

 n_loops = 1000 

# The number of scan images per group. Specifying a value other 

that 1 allows multiple images to be combined for analysis or 

output.  

 images_per_group = 2 

# Start time of scan in ISO 8601 format: yyyy-mm-ddTHH:MM:SS 

# Can be determined from the Optech parsing log. 

 start_time = 2009-12-16T12:44:06 

# End time of scan in ISO 8601 format: yyyy-mm-ddTHH:MM:SS 

# Can be determined from the .bmp screen shoot of the scanner's 

LCD. 

 end_time = None 

 

# Edits are applied in the following order: 

# 1.) Matrix transform 

# 2.) Huge translation 

# 3.) Clipping. 

 

[edits] 

# Apply the 4x4 transformation matrix in the specified file to 

all point coordinates. If None is specified no transformation 

will be applied. 

 matrix_file = None 

# Huge translation applied to all point coordinates. Values are 

added to the x, y, and z values of all points in the input file. 

If the value is None no translation is applied. 

 huge_translation = None 

# Minimum and maximum values to clip data to. If values are None 

no clipping will be performed. 

 

Point A:  

 x_min = -40.587978 

 x_max = -32.587978 

 y_min = -238.180424 

 y_max = -230.180424 
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 z_min = -227.345911 

 z_max = -221.345911 

 

 

Point B: 

 x_min = -47.014325 

 x_max = -39.014325 

 y_min = -223.469656 

 y_max = -215.469656 

 z_min = -227.243253 

 z_max = -221.243253 

 

 

[output_files] 

# Directory in which video frames should be saved. If the value 

is None now frames will be saved. 

 video_dir = None 

# Output text file that points should be saved to.  If the value 

is None no file will be saved. The format of the output file is x 

y z intensity time loop_number 

 output_txt = 20091216-lake01-ts1-8-out.xyz 

# Should ouput txt file be compressed to remove all null data 

points. If the value is True all null points will be excluded 

from the output file. If set to any other value all null points 

will be filled with 0 

 compress = True 

  

 

D.2.2   2010 Lava Lake Scan (Extraction Size = 2x2x12m) 

[input_file] 

# Input data file. 

 data_file = 20101215_lake02_all.xyz 

# Format of input text file. Known formats are: 

# xyzi: x y z intensity 

# txyzi: time x y z intensity 

 data_format = txyzi 

# Number of rows per scan image. 
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 n_rows = 39 

# Number of columns per scan image. 

 n_cols = 159 

# Number of scan images in the scan. 

 n_loops = 500 

# The number of scan images per group. Specifying a value other 

that 1 allows multiple images to be combined for analysis or 

output.  

 images_per_group = 2 

# Start time of scan in ISO 8601 format: yyyy-mm-ddTHH:MM:SS 

# Can be determined from the Optech parsing log. 

 start_time = 2010-12-15T02:20:08 

# End time of scan in ISO 8601 format: yyyy-mm-ddTHH:MM:SS 

# Can be determined from the .bmp screen shoot of the scanner's 

LCD. 

 end_time = None 

 

# Edits are applied in the following order: 

# 1.) Matrix transform 

# 2.) Huge translation 

# 3.) Clipping. 

 

[edits] 

# Apply the 4x4 transformation matrix in the specified file to 

all point coordinates. If None is specified no transformation 

will be applied. 

 matrix_file = 20101215_lake02_task101_section1.txt 

# Huge translation applied to all point coordinates. Values are 

added to the x,y, and z values of all points in the input file. 

If the value is None no translation is applied. 

 huge_translation = 553043, 1398563, 2781 

# Minimum and maximum values to clip data to. If values are None 

no clipping will be performed. 

 

Point A: 

  x_min = 552193.430679 

 x_max = 552195.430679 

 y_min = 1393457.252953 
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 y_max = 1393459.252953 

 z_min = 3482.836119 

 z_max = 3494.836119 

 

Point B: 

 x_min = 552200.542518 

 x_max = 552202.542518 

 y_min = 1393472.652736 

 y_max = 1393474.652736 

 z_min = 3483.331637 

 z_max = 3495.331637 

  

Point C: 

 x_min = 552204.554543 

 x_max = 552206.554543 

 y_min = 1393457.204353 

 y_max = 1393459.204353 

 z_min = 3483.283213 

 z_max = 3495.283213 

 

Point D: 

 x_min = 552201.780693 

 x_max = 552203.780693 

 y_min = 1393443.170937 

 y_max = 1393445.170937 

 z_min = 3483.355635 

 z_max = 3495.355635 

 

Point E: 

 x_min = 552198.996415 

 x_max = 552200.996415 

 y_min = 1393457.151691 

 y_max = 1393459.151691 

 z_min = 3483.250877 

 z_max = 3495.250877 

 

 

[output_files] 
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# Directory in which video frames should be saved. If the value 

is None now frames will be saved. 

 video_dir = None 

# Output text file that points should be saved to.  If the value 

is None no file will be saved. The format of the output file is x 

y z intensity time loop_number 

 output_txt = 20101215-lake02-2x2A-out.xyz 

 output_txt = 20101215-lake02-2x2B-out.xyz 

 output_txt = 20101215-lake02-2x2C-out.xyz 

 output_txt = 20101215-lake02-2x2D-out.xyz 

 output_txt = 20101215-lake02-2x2E-out.xyz 

# Should ouput txt file be compressed to remove all null data 

points. If the value is True all null points will be excluded 

from the output file. If set to any other value all null points 

will be filled with 0 

 compress = True 

 

D.3   Calculation of Surface Area from a Point Cloud 

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

//////// 

//  

// Point_Cloud_Area 

// 

// Copyright (C) Nial Peters 2011 

// 

// This file is part of pyR. 

// 

// pyR is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify 

// it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by 

// the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or 

// (at your option) any later version. 

// 

// pyR is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, 

// but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of 

// MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the 

// GNU General Public License for more details. 

// 

// You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License 

// along with pyR.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>. 

// 

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

//////// 

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

//////// 
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/* 

 * Program to estimate the area of a point cloud. The program works by 

 * converting all the points in the cloud to polar coordinates, with  

 * the pole situated at the approximate centre of the cloud. It then  

 * splits the cloud into segments, each containing a fixed number of  

 * points. For each segment it chooses the point which is farthest from  

 * the pole and assumes that this is on the boundary of the cloud. The  

 * boundary points are used to create a bounding contour, and the area  

 * of this is used as the estimate of the cloud area. 

 * 

 * The number of points per segment must be chosen carefully. Too few,  

 * and points in the centre of the cloud will be included in the  

 * boundary. Too many, and the boundary will be a poor approximation of   

 * the cloud shape. Some trial and error will probably be needed! To  

 * help with this, the program will output a file containing the points   

 * in the estimated boundary which can be plotted to evaluate the  

 * estimate. 

 * 

 * Associated variables: pyr_error 

 *                       pyr_mem 

 * 

 * Compilation: 

 * The program must be linked to the OpenCV and highGUI libraries. On  

 * linux the command should be something like: 

 * 

 * $ gcc lidar.c cpyR/pyr_error.c -o lidar -lcv -lm – 

 * I/usr/local/include/opencv - lhighgui 

 */ 

 

//Edit these macros to change program operation. 

//Use forward slashes as path separators (even on Windows!) 

#define POINT_CLOUD_FILE "/home/nialp/PhD/Lava Lake Point 

Clouds/2010_point_cloud" 

#define POINTS_PER_SEGMENT 100 

#define BOUNDARY_ESTIMATE_FILE "/home/nialp/boundary_estimate" 

 

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

//////// 

#include<stdio.h> 

#include"cv.h" 

#include"highgui.h" 

#include"cpyR/pyr_mem.h" 

#include"cpyR/pyr_error.h" 

 

//struct to hold a polar point 

typedef struct PolPt{ 

 double r; 

 double angle; 

} PolPt; 

 

//struct to hold a sequence of polar points 

typedef struct PolSeq{ 

 CvSeq *seq; 

 CvPoint2D32f pole; 

} PolSeq; 

 

//macro for calculating the distance between two CvPoints 
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#define DST_BTW_PTS(a,b) sqrt(((b.x-a.x)*(b.x-a.x))+((b.y-a.y)*(b.y-

a.y))) 

 

//NOTE - not same macro as in stabilization.h, since coordinates are 

not reversed. 

#define PTS_TO_ANGLE(a,b) atan2((double)(b.y - a.y), (double)(b.x - 

a.x)) 

 

CvSeq * loadPointCloud(char *filename, CvMemStorage *storage){ 

 // Function loads a point cloud file into a CV Sequence object. 

 // The file should have three columns x,y,z of floating point 

 // values in meters. Note that the returned sequence will be 

 // in integer numbers of mm. 

 

 FILE *ifp; 

 double x,y,z; 

 CvSeqWriter writer; 

 CvSeq *points; 

 CvPoint cur_pt; 

 

 if((ifp = fopen(filename, "r"))==NULL){ 

  SET_ERR("Failed to open file for reading", IO_ERR); 

  return NULL; 

 } 

 cvStartWriteSeq(CV_SEQ_ELTYPE_POINT, sizeof(CvSeq), 

sizeof(CvPoint), storage,        &writer); 

 while(fscanf(ifp,"%lf %lf %lf",&x,&y,&z) == 3){ 

  cur_pt = cvPoint(1000*x,1000*y); //coordinates in mm 

  CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(cur_pt,writer); 

 } 

 fclose(ifp); 

 points = cvEndWriteSeq(&writer); 

 return points; 

 

} 

 

int polSortAngle(const void *a, const void *b, void *userdata){ 

 // Comparator function for sorting a sequence of polar points 

 // into angle order. 

 

 if(((PolPt*)a)->angle > ((PolPt*)b)->angle){ 

  return 1; 

 } 

 if(((PolPt*)a)->angle < ((PolPt*)b)->angle){ 

  return -1; 

 } 

 return 0; 

 

} 

 

int polSortDist(const void *a, const void *b, void *userdata){ 

 // Comparator function for sorting a sequence of polar points 

 // into distance order 

 

 if(((PolPt*)a)->r > ((PolPt*)b)->r){ 

  return 1; 

 } 
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 if(((PolPt*)a)->r < ((PolPt*)b)->r){ 

  return -1; 

 } 

 return 0; 

 

} 

 

PolSeq * convertToPolar(CvSeq *points, CvMemStorage *storage){ 

 // Converts a sequence of Cartesian points into a sequence of 

polar points with  // their pole at the approximate centre of the 

point cloud. The sequence will  // be sorted by angle. 

 

 CvSeqReader reader; 

 CvSeqWriter writer; 

 CvPoint2D32f centre; 

 CvBox2D bbox; 

 int i; 

 PolPt cur_pol_pt; 

 CvPoint cur_pt; 

 PolSeq *pol_seq; 

 

 //find approximate center of point cloud 

 bbox = cvFitEllipse2(points); 

 

 centre = bbox.center; 

 

 printf("Centre of point cloud at %0.2lf,%0.2lf (meters)\n", 

centre.x/1000.0,      centre.y/1000.0); 

 

 //convert to a sequence in polar coordinates 

 cvStartWriteSeq(0, sizeof(CvSeq), sizeof(PolPt), storage, 

&writer); 

 cvStartReadSeq(points, &reader,0); 

 

 for(i=0; i<points->total;i++){ 

  CV_READ_SEQ_ELEM(cur_pt, reader); 

  cur_pol_pt.r = DST_BTW_PTS(centre, cur_pt); 

  cur_pol_pt.angle = PTS_TO_ANGLE(centre, cur_pt); 

  CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(cur_pol_pt,writer); 

 } 

 MEM_ALLOC(pol_seq, sizeof(PolSeq)); 

 pol_seq->seq = cvEndWriteSeq(&writer); 

 pol_seq->pole = centre; 

 

 //sort the sequence into angle order 

 cvSeqSort(pol_seq->seq, polSortAngle, NULL); 

 

 return pol_seq; 

 

} 

 

CvPoint polToCart(PolPt pt, CvPoint2D32f pole){ 

 // Converts a polar point into a Cartesian point. 

 

 double x,y; 

 

 x = (pt.r * cos(pt.angle)) + pole.x +0.5; 
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 y = (pt.r * sin(pt.angle)) + pole.y +0.5; 

 

 return cvPoint((int)x,(int)y); 

} 

 

CvSeq * outerEdge(PolSeq *points, int num_pts, CvMemStorage *storage){ 

 // Estimates the outer boundary of a sequence of points by 

splitting the points  // into segments each containing "num_pts" 

points and then finding the point  // farthest from the pole in each 

segment. 

 

 int pts_per_pt; 

 int i; 

 CvSeq *current_slice; 

 CvMemStorage *temp_storage; 

 CvSeq outer_edge; 

 CvSeqWriter writer; 

 CvPoint cur_pt; 

 PolPt cur_pol_pt; 

 CvSeq *s; 

 

 temp_storage = cvCreateMemStorage(0); 

 

 

 pts_per_pt = (int)((points->seq->total / (float)num_pts)+0.5); 

 

 cvStartWriteSeq(CV_SEQ_ELTYPE_POINT | CV_SEQ_KIND_CURVE 

,sizeof(CvSeq),         sizeof(CvPoint), storage, 

&writer); 

 for(i=0; i<points->seq->total+pts_per_pt; i+=pts_per_pt){ 

  current_slice = cvSeqSlice(points->seq, cvSlice(i, 

i+pts_per_pt),          

temp_storage, 1); 

  cvSeqSort(current_slice,polSortDist, NULL); 

  cvSeqPop(current_slice,&cur_pol_pt); 

  cur_pt = polToCart(cur_pol_pt, points->pole); 

  CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(cur_pt, writer); 

 } 

 cvReleaseMemStorage(&temp_storage); 

 s =  cvEndWriteSeq(&writer); 

 return cvApproxPoly(s, sizeof(CvContour), storage, 

CV_POLY_APPROX_DP,0,0); 

 

} 

 

int main(void){ 

 CvSeq *seq; 

 CvMemStorage *storage; 

 PolSeq *pol_seq; 

 CvSeqReader reader; 

 PolPt pt; 

 CvSeq *edge; 

 int i; 

 CvPoint cur_pt; 

 FILE *ofp; 

 

 storage = cvCreateMemStorage(0); 
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 seq = loadPointCloud(POINT_CLOUD_FILE, storage); 

 if(seq == NULL){ 

  printf("%s\n",GET_ERR_MES()); 

  cvReleaseMemStorage(&storage); 

  exit(1); 

 } 

 

 printf("Read %d points from point cloud file\n", seq->total); 

 pol_seq = convertToPolar(seq, storage); 

 

 edge = outerEdge(pol_seq, POINTS_PER_SEGMENT, storage); 

 

 printf("Edge has %d pts\n", edge->total); 

 

 cvStartReadSeq(edge, &reader,0); 

 ofp = fopen(BOUNDARY_ESTIMATE_FILE,"w"); 

 

 if(ofp == NULL){ 

  printf("Unable to open boundary estimate file for 

writing.\n"); 

  cvReleaseMemStorage(&storage); 

  free(pol_seq); 

  exit(1); 

 } 

 

 for(i=0;i<edge->total;i++){ 

   CV_READ_SEQ_ELEM(cur_pt, reader); 

  fprintf(ofp, "%d %d\n",cur_pt.x, cur_pt.y); 

  } 

  fclose(ofp); 

  printf("Boundary estimate written to %s\n", 

BOUNDARY_ESTIMATE_FILE); 

 

  printf("Contour area = 

%lf\n",cvContourArea(edge,CV_WHOLE_SEQ,0)/1000000.0); 

 

 cvReleaseMemStorage(&storage); 

 free(pol_seq); 

 

} 
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///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

//////// 

//  

// pyr_error  

// 

// Copyright (C) Nial Peters 2011 

// 

// This file is part of pyR. 

// 

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

//////// 

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

//////// 

 

#ifndef PYR_ERROR_H 

#define PYR_ERROR_H 

 

#ifdef PYTHON_BUILD 

#include"Python.h" 

#endif 

 

#include<stdlib.h> 

#include<stdio.h> 

 

#define LOCATION "(%s:%d) ",__FILE__ ,__LINE__ 

 

enum pyr_err_type {NO_ERR=0, ERR=1, IO_ERR=2, VALUE_ERR=3, TYPE_ERR=4, 

RUN_ERR=5, MEM_ERR=6}; 

 

typedef struct Error{ 

 const char *message; 

 enum pyr_err_type type; 

 

} pyr_error_t; 

 

extern pyr_error_t pyr_error; 

 

#define FATAL(s) printf(LOCATION); printf("%s\n",s); exit(1) 

#define WARN(s) printf(LOCATION); printf("%s\n",s) 

 

#define RESET_ERR() pyr_error.type=NO_ERR 

#define ERR_OCCURRED() ((int)pyr_error.type) 

 

#define SET_ERR(m,t) pyr_error.message=m; pyr_error.type=t 

 

#define GET_ERR_MES() pyr_error.message 

#define GET_ERR_TYPE() ((int)pyr_error.type) 

 

#ifdef PYTHON_BUILD 

inline PyObject * GET_PYTHON_EXC(void); 

#define RAISE_PYTHON_EXC() 

PyErr_SetString(GET_PYTHON_EXC(),GET_ERR_MES()); return NULL 

#endif //PYTHON_H 

 

 

#endif //PYR_ERROR_H 
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///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

//////// 

// 

// pyr_mem  

// 

// Copyright (C) Nial Peters 2011 

// 

// This file is part of pyR. 

// 

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

//////// 

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

//////// 

 

 

#ifndef PYR_MEM_H_ 

#define PYR_MEM_H_ 

 

#include"pyr_error.h" 

 

#define MEM_ERROR() FATAL("Failed to allocate memory!") 

 

#define MEM_ALLOC(p,s) if((p = malloc(s))==NULL){ MEM_ERROR();} 

 

#endif /* PYR_MEM_H_ */ 
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APPENDIX E – Archival of Raw TLS and Time Series Data 

 

 

 

The raw TLS point clouds (Level 0 – following NASA‟s EOSDIS data processing levels) 

and raw aligned TLS point clouds (Level 1B) have been archived in the Data 

Coordination Center for the U.S. Antarctic Program (USAP-DCC). The DCC is “funded 

by the NSF Division of Polar Programs to coordinate the management of data collected 

by U.S. funded scientists in Antarctica and the Southern Ocean.” The data has been 

logged under NSF Grant #1142083. 

 

The link to access the archived data is:  

http://www.usap-data.org/entry/NSF-ANT11-42083 

 

The raw extracted time series data of the lava lake have also been placed onto a CD and 

attached to this thesis. 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.usap-data.org/entry/NSF-ANT11-42083

